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Physics Department
Joins Engineering
Effective July 1 the Department
of Physics, College of Natural
Sciences, will be relocated as a
department from its present college
to the College of Engineering. The
mov_e culminates a long and
thorough study, concurred in by
Deans Ostle and Kersten and Dr.
Rexroad, Chairman of the
Department of Physics.
At a joint meeting of faculty
from the College of Engineering
and the Physics. Depa:tment of the
College of Natural Sciences, Dr. C.
B. ~ambrell explained. the move is
des1~at.ed to put mto f?rmal
apphcatio!l the already ex~tent
?lose t~es ~nd profess10n~
mter-relations?•P ~f the two b~1c
.fields of engmeenng ~nd .phySics.
Under the new organization, the
two disciplines can take advantage

Ichabod Is
Coming to FTU
Dr. Gambrell, v .i". rnr Acaaem1c ATTatrs, at
left, watches as Dr. Rexroad, head of the
Phvsics Department, and Dean Kersten, Dean

ot the College of Engineering and uean usu.:,
Ichabod is coming to FTU. "He"
of the College of Natural Sciences, transfer is a communications center
the Physics Department.
· conceived by a design class under

.........,~······••llllllllHI
We Live in the Present
By the Past, but.
· for the . ..
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Constitutiori.al Amendments
Presented to SG Senate
By STEVE JONES

Senator
Student Government, in the Rajchel stated that 98% of the
Tuesday, , May 13 meeting, women wanted no curfew for all
introduced the first constitutional students and 2% favored no curfew
amendments since the creation of for juniors and seniors. The
the organization.
resolution was passed unanimously
Amendment 1-1, presented by by the Senate.
Another resolution, from Senators
Senator Frank Santry, provides that
all student government legislation J. Gary Hallman and Mary Lou.
must be either approved or Rajchel called for SG support in
disapproved by the Vice-President requesting that rooms in the
of Student Affairs to become law. Library Learning Resources
If no action is taken by the Building be set aside for student
Vice-President within a period of lounges "to be used as areas for
three weeks after the legislation is relaxation, deglutition, rumination
passed, it automatically becomes and studying." The Senate
law. There was no mention in the unanimously passed the resolution
amendment about what time during after the words "deglutition" and
the three weeks that SG had to "rumination" were defined for the
present the legislation to the members of the Senate.
Vice-President. In case of a veto by
BUDGET
the Vice-President a 2/3 vote of the
The allocation of funds for
senate could send the legislation to student organizations was handled
the President of the University for at the meeting on a "first came,
consideration.
first serve" basis. The only
Previously, SG could railroad bills
organizations to submit requests
through with a vote in the same
were Motha, which received $200,
meeting in which the bill was
Broadcast Club, also receiving
introduced. Only amendments had
$200; and Biology Club, which g~t
to be approved or disapproved by $100. Only $500 in all was set in
the Vice-President of Student
the SG budget for student
Affairs.
organization allocation, so the
OFFICER'S HOURS
whole $500 was given by the
SG Amendment 1-2 wa.S also Senate to only three clubs.
introduced in the meeting by
The SG budget, revised and
Senator J. Gary Hallman, College of approved in previous meetings, had
Education. This legislation once set aside $1,000 for student
proposed that the constitution be ·organization funds, but that figure
changed to allow the President and was cut to $500. The budget
.Vic·e-President of Student provides the same $500 amount for
Government to hold office with a SG travel exoenses and the
minimum of seven quarter hours. 'freshman class. The Junior Class
Under this proposal the two highest .gets $450 and $400 is set for
SG officers would barely qualify as secretarial fees, which were not
full time students. They would broken down any further. The
have, however, more time to devote budget also pays President
to the duties of their offices.
Komanski's tuition with $125 and
Voting on these two amendments gives Vice-President Turner $100.
was scheduled for a later SG Another $100 goes for executive
meeting as specified by the Student officer expenses. The Lake Clair
Government Constitution.
project will take about $1,500 from
Senators Mary Lou Rajchel and the budget.
Nicki Jackson introduced a Out of an approximately $5,000
resolution to give WRA Student · budget, $1,225 is allocated for SG
Govenment backing in the matter expenses alone while only $500 is

1

set aside for. th~ many: student
organizations on campus. No
'deadline for club fund requests was
·set by Student Government. In a
previous meeting, it was decided
that independent organizations
such as Greeks could keep their
funds in private banks, even though
they still come under SG
jurisdiction as student
organizations.
'
RACIAL PROGRAM
In the April 29 meeting,'
President Komanski suggested that
a four stage racial program be
instituted at FTU. The program
would consist of the initiation of a
black studies progrru:n, the hiring of
a Negro instructor to head the
program, the establishment of a
Black Scholarship program, and a
recommendation of leniency in
continuing the special scholarships.
President Komanski stated that he
thought this program would help
keep the racial problem from
becoming a major issue at FTU. Bill
Nestor, Governor of the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences
proposed that all the Negro
students at FTU be interviewed for
their _feelings about racial problems.
OTHER ACTION
In prior StUdent Government
sessions the following action was
taken:
Progress reports on the Lake Clair
-~ecreation project.
. Approved Shirley Coniski as
freshman senator for the College of
Education.
·
Approved Gary Deese for · the
position of Governor of the College
of Natural Sciences.
Received estimates and discu~d
painting the letters, "FTU", on the
watertower. The original estimate
was $5,000 but the Senate decided
to pursue the subject further for
lower bids. Funds for painting the
•watertower would come from the
tjiversity, not from Student
~ernment.
See page 5. for Ame11.iments 1-1
'.Ind 1-2 in complete form.

the direction of Professor Steven
Lotz. lcabod will be a structure
located on the sand between the
Village Center and A dorm.
Icabod I will consist of several
large modules which may be
crawled, sat, jumped, or played
upon or enjoyed visually. On each
module some type of exhibit,
program or activity will appear.
Some of Ichabod's attractions
planned by· Village Center Student
Activities, Instructional Media, and
the Art Department for the three
day exhibition are:
Wednesday morning - Art Show,
music and a play function.
Wednesday noon - an Qrange
crate Paint-In, a Happening, skits,
~thon Line Drawing.
Wednesday evening - information
on Ichabod II, films, Coffee House,
Talk-Ins.
Thursday morning - Art Show,
music, films, play functions.
Thursday noon - a happening,
skits, marathon continues, films.
Thursday evening - info~ation
on Ichabod II, . films, tock band,
sand dance.
Friday morning - Art show,
music, films, and play function.
Friday noon - a happening, skits,
marathon continues, theatre
production, films, art auction.
Friday evening - information on
Ichabod II, films, bonfire, skits.
Student support and
participation will determine the
success and continuation of the
project. If Ichabod I is successfu1;1a
permanent communications center,
Ichabod II, may be constructed ..
In addition, on May 21, Mrs.
Drucker from Galleries
International, Winter Park, will
bring a graphics exhibit and a film
called "The Art of Lithography" to
FTU. Both will be shown in the
Multi-Purpose Room of the Village
Center.

of joint usages of course-work,
labOratory facilities, and research
jinterests.
'. Dr. Gambrell said the Physi
,Department would mintain its
own identity as a separate discipline
!w ithin the administrative
framework of the College of
Engineering. "I have spent
considerable time in the past several
weeks obtaining the advice of many
prominent ·authorities in this
matter, especially from the two
academic areas affected and I can
report that we at FTU 'win not be
unique in formulating this
.approach. I am entirely satisfied
!that this is a workable, practical
imethod of better uniting two
closely related and v~tally
'important fields which hold the
keys to so much of our future
achievement here at Florida Tech
and throughout the world of
science and engineering."
Dr. Gambrell also acknowledged
'. that the current state of university
:financial support and expected
:budgetary conditions during the
;forthcoming biennium, 1969-71,
played a role in his decision to
bring about the change in academic
tructute at FTU. "Besides the
obvious program and
•inter-disciplinary advantages from
this move, it will also mean a more
effective utilization of available
;resources for the future
.development of these programs."
Dr. Robert D. Kersten, Dean of
the College of Engineering, stated
,that he looked upon the placing of
the Departmen't of Physics in the
'College of Engineering as a "real
~hallenge for us all. I pledge to you
~hat the Department of Physics will
'find a real home in our college.
(Continued on Page ~J

f,

Fis,her Named
Biology Pres .
In a May 13 meeting, the Biology
Club selected its officers for the
1969-70 academic year. The new
officers are Jim Fiscb.er, president;
Gloria Cavanaugh, vice president;
Barbara Kohler, secretary; and
Anne Edrington, treasurer.
Recent Biology Club projects
included a field trip on a 16 mile
stretch of the Econlochatchee River
near campus on the weekend of
April 26. Specimens were gathered
and are being saved for a coUection.
Another field trip is planned for
May 16 in the Merritt Island area.
The club is busy planning an
aquarium project for next year. The
taxonomy class is currently making
a study of the plants and animals
on the FTU campus.
Future club plans include a trip
to Miami the week of September
20-28 before the fall quarter begins.
Visits to the Miami Seaquarium,
Marine Study Center, University of
Miami, Pigeon Key, and the
Everglades are tentatively scheduled
for the trip.

Ziegler Heads New Sorority
"Sororas" has been chosen for
the name Of the newest sorority at
FTU. The name was selected
because of its Greek derivation
from the word meaning
"sisterhood".
The sorority is composed of
resident and commuting students
and wilf function as a service
organization as well as a social
sorority. Sororas plans to assist in
the development of the Lake Clair
beach facilities.
In order to raise funds, Sororas
held an "Iron-In" recently which
was directed at male resident
students. The project involved
starching and ironing shirts for a
small fee .
Currently composed of 13 sisters,
sorority received unanimous
approval from Student Government
last week as an official campus
th~

organization. The president of
Sororas is Donna Ziegler. Other
officers are Faren Gibson, vice
president; and Sue .Jump,
secretary-treasurer. Sisters of
Sororas are Jan Abbott, Debbie
Bryant, Barbara Collins, Paulette
Lebo, Sheryl Lindsey, Ch~lotte
Marine, Esta Radford, Lynn
Schoenberg, Berna Thompson, and
Julie Wade.
The adviser of Sororas is Mary
Jane Marden, ·an FTU staff
member.

Books Due May 29
All library books checked out to
students, faculty, and staff will be
recalled at the end of the spring
quarter on May 29. The library
requests anyone finished with a
book to return it to the library as
soon as possible.
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Editorial

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
"ON THE MOVE"

How Come.

By Walt Komanski

This editorial I imagine should better be clai;sified as a "How Come?"
column because most of the points which I will bring up do have
answers, but they are qot very eood ones. Generally the fact remains,
pi!:e of the answer. We are simply suggesting that something be done '
at least attempt to alleviate these annoyances.
For instance,
:How come the bookstore only sets aside two days out of each
quarter to purchase books back and those days are generally in the
middle of finals so if you can get the time to stand in line you still will
be forced to sell a book you might need to study for a final, or else not
sell your books at all until next quarter, calling for an extra $50
investment or so.
:How come we will not choose a mascot until next year? Why wasn't
this matter acted upon earlier?
:How come Orkin hasn't found the restrooms in the V.C. yet, but the
mosquitos have?
:How come next year's Financial Aid budget from the government is
going to be drastically reduced but no one has bothered to write his
congressman yet?
:How come the Bush Foundation hasn't found Tech yet?
:How come it seems to be a physical impossibility for a contractor to
finish a building on time?
:How come if money is so evil it seems to be the root of all our
problems?
If you have a "how come" you would like to bring out address it to:
"How Come"
FuTUre

Student Government President

FTU

P.O. Box 26267
Orlando, Florida 82816

Tech Students Urged To
.
Attend Decency Rally
.

.

With the many demonstrations, riots, demands, sit-ins, and the unrest
going on at college campuses all over the United States today, the ·
Decency Rally scheduled for this Sunday, May 18, at the Tangerine
Bowl is a personal invitation to each person of the majority of students
who are going to college to get an education and not to protest the
"establishment" to express themselves and their views. The rally, set to
start at 2 p.m. will feature "We, the People", "Oxford Blue", and
"Covington Tower". President Millican and Senator Bill Gunter will
each give talks, lasting no more than 10 minutes, on aspects of youth
morality.
.
It is an obvious and well-known fact that the good and creditable
things teenagers do are very seldom covered in the news. The
impression given is that "most of the younger generation is wrong and
bad". But isn't that true with everything? Good things are easily
forgotten while bad things are remembered and talked about
constantly. To quote William Shakespeare, "The evil men do lives after
them; the good is oft interred with their bones." This is your chance to
prove how wrong that is.
Sunday's rally is being sponsored by the John W. Cheney Chapter of
the Order of DeMolay and modeled after the March 23 Miami rally,
successfully attended by over 30,000 people. The Miami rally was in
answer to a performance by the Doors, where one of them was later
charged with indecent exposure. .
The rally is a must for those people who want to show the other side
of
c;tudents and to those who just want to have a good time.

LJM
Outside Help--How Come?
At the recent Intramural Track Meet held last week, an incident took
place which I sincerely hope will not be repeated insofar as future
athletic activities at FTU are concerned.
The TAU fraternity, campus sports power and current leader in the
intramural Team Trophy race, were found guilty of entering an illegal
player to represent their track team. Further investigation discovered
that the player was currently enrolled at another state university.
The use of outside help does not only violate the local regulations,
but defeats the whole purpose of the intramural sports sytem. This
system is designed to stimulate interest in sports activities and provide a
recreational outlet for persons within the campus. This is also a prime
factor in the development of a well-rounded college student. Anotherr
major factor that should always be present is the sense of fair play.
Such was not the case last Saturday.
The Taus, in their zeal to remain on the top of the intramural sports
pile, resorted to a tactic which has somewhat tarnished their image. I
hope the use of the "ringer" in campus sports activities will cease and
fairness prevail. Belonging to a winning team is a great feeling but only
if you feel that the team truly belongs to you.
Gary McMillan
Sports Editor

Tau members and their little sisters supported the Orange
County 'Paint-Up, Clean-Up, Fix-Up' campaign by collecting
trash from the Zellwood slum area.
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A letter came into the FuTUre
office -last week signed "A Dorm
Student." In keeping with our
policy we can not print this letter

until we have the name of the
person submitting it. The name will
be withheld on request but we must
have the name, for legal reasons.

Letters to the Editor
Does Nestor Feel That
Administrators Are Unqualified?
Letter to the Editor:
Why should a formal or informal
meeting be held for · student
representatives to talk with a
prospective administrator (as Bill
Nestor says, "Deans1 etc") of FTU?
On what grounds will this group
base its qualifications to question
prospective administrators?
Bill Nestor states, "This is
common practice at many
universities and colleges across the
country ...... there aire certain
requirements that students feel
·must be met." Where are these
universities and colleges where
students are allowed to question a
man seeking employment? Is it
those institutions that have been
torn with riots, and its
administrators made to cower
because of radical student pressure?
Just what requirements are there
that a student can demand be met
by a future employee?
Who of the present
administration would not be at
FTU had a group such as you
propose been able to question them
prior to employment? Is this
comment from objective
observation and evaluation on their
work performed, or because
possibly you may have been
rebuffed by them?
The proposed formation of a
group of students to question
future employees at FTU is
ridiculous. You say their opinion
should not be interpreted as the
current fad of the students, and
that you have developed your own
attitude toward this. But are you
certain your proposal and your
attitude are anything but the
current fad?
Let's not be too hasty in crying
"Accent on the Individual". This
motto should be interpreted to
mean that each individual student is
afforded every opportunity to
learn, and an opportunity to .seek
help from the professors.
If you do not have enough
respect for the administrators
whose responsibility it is to hire
qualified persons, I suggest you
re-evaluate your attitude.
Standly Jump
College of Humanities
and Social Sciences

Food Committee
Tours Warehouse

Commuter students make up the
majority of the FTU Student Body.
Yet sometimes they receive the
least amount of attention for their
various problems. Gary Hallman
and Mary Lou Rajchel, both
Freshman Senators from the
College of Education, have\ directed
their efforts toward achieving
adequate student lounges in the
Library Learning Resources
Building so the commuter students
have some place to go between
classes.
According to Senator Hallman,
"Commuter students need a place
to snack, take a break and generally
get a reprieve from the pressures of
their studies." For these reasons
Senators Hallman and Rajchel have
proposed a resolution to the effect
of setting aside a definite lounge
area where students can study, eat,
and relax between classes.
The Women's Residence
Association presented their plan to
the Student Government for
eliminating the curfew for
Sophomore, Junior, and Senior
girls. The Student Government
drafted a resolution to help the
WRA meet the needs of its
·students. This seems to be in
keeping with the positive attitude
on campus that we can be flexible
and adapt to differing
circumstances.
Some problems may develop that
we may not have realize.ct at this
point and therefore we are striving
to reach· the best solution through
Dean Sarchet and the Office of
Student Affairs.
I would like to invite any
questions to this column that you
as students, faculty, or
administration might have
concerning FTU Student
Government, or the general
problem areas. Please feel free to
write myself or the FuTUre and we
will do our best to get you an
honest answer.

..

Letter to the Editor:
-0-

Thursday, May 7,
:James Eller central office. Meats and fresh
took the food committee on an vegetables are checked by a quality
inspection tour of the Morrison's control staff man reporting to Mr.
warehouse. Located in Tampa, this Moye.
facility supplies hospitals, ships,
After the tour, Mr. Moye treated
cafeterias, and several universities in us to lunch at Morrison's after
Florida. The general manager, Mr which we returned to the campus at
Moye, gave us a tour and explained 4:30 p.m., thus giving us a full day's
the operation.
worth of knowledge of your food
First we saw fresh lean meat service.
being received and put in cold
Food Committee
storage. The roasts were marked
Florida Technological University
U.S. "Prime" and the ribs marked
May 10, 1969
U.D. "Good". We were told the
stock is turned every two days.
Our next stop was at the
hamburger processing department.
The meat passed down a conveyor
to be systematically deboned by
four men. After being ground and
formed, the hamburger is passed
through a liquid nitrogen freeze1 Editor-in-Chief .•..... John Gholdston
Which creates temperatures of Associate Editors ... . .... Steve Jones
about one hundred degrees · · · · ·······Pat Johnson, Linda Mettef
(Fahrenheit) below freezing.
Advertising Manager . . . . . . . Tim Grady
In one corner a man was shooting
Suzanne Lore
spices into what would be corned
beef after 10 days' curation and Business Manager ... Georgianne Mollison
then further processing. Because of
the 10 day wait for curing, corned Sports Editor. . ... Gary M.cMlllan.
beef is hard to keep in ready Photographer . . . . . . . . . . Harry Kenney
supply.
Artist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carol Hlemenz
We were taken to stockrooms
where name brand canned goods Staff
Bob Holsinger,
were piled high. The fresh Maggi~· ·st~~~~e·. · Lynn Schoeneberg
vegetables are stored in a Phil ·Arpln
refrigerator and turned every two Advisor . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. M. T. O'Keefe
or three days.
Morrison's blends their own
The
"FuTUre"
is
the
weekly
newspaper of Florida Technological
coffee from three kinds of beans. ,'!niversity at Orlando, Florida. The
The
process is continuous from students
FuTUre" is publ ished by and for the
. •
of FTU
s1ftmg, to roasting, to grinding, and I The ., FuTUr~" reserves the right to
finally bagging.
Moye gave us refus~ to print any letters which are
e h
d f ff
submitted . All letters must bear the full
ac a ~oun O CO ee.
name and address of the person (or
Gelatm, bread and rolls are P17rsons) submitting them. Names will be
produced in the warehouse The Wl~held_ on request. Address all letters
.
.
·
to . Editor, FuTUre, P.O . Box 26267,
pies and pastenes are baked locally Orlando, Florida.
by the institutions.
Moye emphasized the Ente red as second class mailer at the pos t ·
important part quality plays in the
selection of goods. The can goods office at Orlando, Florida
are tested and approved by the

fture
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\L00 le - 0ut Wh I.,ey
'Af ri<an Safari 'Sends
.
pos1·um~f:~£.'.;~tyse::.nflZ;t~:n:;1~ri~~
Movie Criti< on Trip
At Blac.le SYm
f

th~t

(Continued from Page 1)
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Some. have sai?
'physics the
servant of engmeenng.' Here 1s our

constitution. Blacks say that they
can do this, also. What can you
By RUSS BENTLEY
answer when asked if violence is
natural. Regardless, if the ends are
contaminated by the means, or
A panel of black students whether the means are the ends,
introduced themselves with, then violent action seems justified
"Look-out Whitey, cause here we to these blacks.
In the midst of unsuppressed
come! We're through with white
tokanism and look-how-far you've furies during open debate, the
comisms. We aren't going to ask tragedy of the present situation
from both sides--white and
anymore; we're going to take."
So began the black student black--was overwhelming. The
program at the three-day Black j needs and desires of the blacks are
Symposium Weekend recently held basically the same as those of the
at Florida Presbyterian College. The white. Better communication may
questions with which the panel provide the common ground from
were concerned were (1) What is which every human may hopefully
the main fear of the black student? recognize and solve tnese problems
(2) With what does the black which confront every individual.
student identify? (3) Will Black
In the meantime remember this
separation help? (4) Is violence phrase, "Look-out Whitey, cause
necessary? (5) What is the black here we come'. Some day it may be
as famous as "the British are
students most urgent need?
The main ideas discussed revolved coming, the British are coming".
about the black students
orientation into a "white-society"
•
·
by means of college. Some
complained activities and
'
.
organizations are geared for white
students, leaving no group with
which the black can identify. On
.campus, they said, the facade of
equal opportunity and the
Phi Beta Lambda, business
superficiality are a false security fraternity of Florida Technological
because once outside, that black University had Loren Stake,
student is again a "nigger".
co-owner of American Wood
Good education ·is, fortunately, Products of Longwood, Florida, as
color-blind. But what kind of its first guest speaker, on May 12.
education does it take for a white
Stake spoke to the group on the
to merely ask a black for the salt subject of Education and its
and pepper so he WOJJ.'t eat bland impqrtant role in · business. He
food? Education is not preparing emphasized the importance of
either of these students for life. human relations and the ability to
And before these attitudes can communicate.
Stake is a native of Ohio and
change, some drastic measures must
and will be taken, emphasized the .graduated from Northwestern
black students.
University with a B.A. in Business
Physical integration is an Administration. Before coming to
admitted failure. What about black Florida two years ago, he was
separatism? Actually, the manager of Packaging at Quaker
separation has always been whiteys Oats Company ·in Cedar Rapids,
from the black to keep the black Iowa.
out of his community, restaurants,
Of interest to the group was
schools, and even churches.
Stake's emphasis on the identity
Where is the violence leading? and importance of the individual,
The blac~s say ~hey can no more which is also the philosophy of
answer. this question than, could the F 1 0 rid a Tech n 0 1 o g i cal
colo~1sts of _Englands North University--Accent on the
Amencan Atlantic seaboard. They individual.
fought first, then wrote a

Business Frat
Has F•1rst spea ker

Olliff 'S BARBER SHOP
5 Minutes From FTU
Students, Faculty & Staff Welcome
Hrs. 8-6

Oviedo, Fla.

Sat. 8-5

OVIEDO DRUG STORE
OVIEDO, FLOR.IDA
Phone 365-3209

.Welcome
s·tudents,
Faculty
and Staff

We Will
Strive
At All Times -..
To Give
Quality
Service

VISIT OUR COSMETIC DEPARTMENT

,----------------t
1

t
t
t
t
t
f_

Clubs!!

Dr. Bernard Ostle, Dean of the
College of Natural Sciences, said he
was in accord with the announced
move and had received every
assurance of the maintenance of the
identity
and
proper
acknowledgment of the discipline
of physics. "Naturally, I shall
continue to have ·a strong interest in
my colleagues in the Department of
Physics and look forward to being
of continued service to them in the
future in this team effort to gain an
outstanding scientific reputation
for Florida Technological
University."
Dr. Harvey Rexroad, Chairman of
the Department · of Physics,
endorsed the move and pledged
total cooperation on the part of
himself and the Physics faculty ii;i
view of the long-term benefits that
will accrue to FTU from the shift.
"I am satisfied that this is the best
possible arrangement under all of
the existing circumstances, and we
shall do all we can to make it a
mutally beneficial one for all
concerned," said Dr. Rexroad.

Phys Ed
Voluntary
AtFTU
J.;

Physical education will
go on a voluntary basis
next year at Florida Technological University, Dr.
C. B. Gambrell Jr., vice
president for academic affairs, said Wednesday.
Dr. Gambrell said the .
Attorney General's office
had ruled physical education was not a required
course in F 1 o r i d a and
would become voluntary at
the university although students would be encouraged
·to c o n •t i n u e taking PE
courses.
PHYSICAL education can
be counted towards graduation as elective credits as
part of the Environmental
Studies Program, he said.
Dr. Gambrell also announced a new policy on
a c a d emic probation. He
said such probation would
be extended from one to
two academic terms providing a student with longer time to improve his
a c a d emic standing. The
policy becomes effective
after the present term.

By ROBERT E. HOLSINGER

With all sincerity, "African
Safari" met my preconceived
expectations. Essentially the
motion picture is a bits and pieces
type of project put together and
edited for the loot. The film adapts
the foremat of a travel log, covering
the territory of central Africa from
Kenya to the Congo. Condensation
of the many years of shooting gives
the viewer the impression that the
safari was· filmed on a single jaunt.
Our tour is viewed through the
eyes of a professional trapper, a
watered down Frank Buck type of
character. He does have some
compassion for animals but this can
be contrasted to the feeling that I
receiv.ed--his main interest in Africa
is monetary. I guess the tip-off
came when he was trying to
antagonize a pride of lions in order
to get a sensational scene, The
uncooperative lions had no
theatrical sensitivity. Later, through
some thin justification he bagged
one of the big cats in classic
fashion,
animal
charging ... blam ... dead lion falls in
.white hunter's lap. Big deal!
The film is worth seeing if you
are a shill for the scenic and
naturalistic wonderment of a
beautiful country. Fair warning: It
is mandatory that you wade
through a lot of amateur hi-jinx to
glean · a gratifying look at the
African Continent, that many
opportunists are doing their best to
destroy.

MUSIC
Ro 11 ins College Music
Department: Senior Recital by
Stefan Young, pianist, Crummer
Hall Auditorium, 4:30 p.m., May
16.
THEATRE
Rollins Players: "The Skin of Our
Teeth," Annie Russell Theatre,
8:30 p.m., May 16 and 17.
Central Florida Civic Theater:
"The Star-Spangled Girl," 813
Montana Street, 8:30 p.m., May 16
and 17.
EXHIBITIONS
Loch Haven Art Center: Winslow
Homer Engravings, 2516 N. Mills
Ave., 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. May 17, 2
to 5 p.m. May 18.
Central Florida Museum: "Mayan
Stonerubbings," and "African
Safari," 810 E Rollins Ave., 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. May 17, 2 to 5 p.m.
May 18.
Albin Polasek Foundation:
Paintings, Hoµse and Gardens, 633
Osceola Ave., Winter Park, 10 a.m.
to noon and 2 p.m. May 17, 2 to
4:30 p.m. May 18. ·
Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum:
Oceanographic Materials, Holt Ave.,
Winter Park.

S.G. BILLS GET AWARDS
· By ·ROBERT
..
. E. HOLSI~GER
..
:

Announcement: It has been
brought to my attention that the
framers of the Student Senate Bill
No. 1-2 and 1-3 have been
nominated to the "Dear Abby Hall
of Fame." Nominees for this award
are to be bussed to Hershey Park,
Pennsylvania where they will each
receive the award of a life time
subscription to "Readers Digest"
and "TV Guide". Famous
personalities on hand to gre_et the
visitors and to pose for pictures
include Bud Collier, Sam Levenston
and Milton Deluge. Nominees upon
their arrival will have the honor of
judging the ¥ork Elementary
School pet show and the annual
male baton twirling contest.
The grand prize winner will be
picked from the 15000 nomi~ees
on the quality of a half hour t\a lk

each is expected to recite on the
highly controversial aspects of
"Dick and Jane at the Farm." It is
believed that Jane is illustrated
wearing a training bra and Dick has
slipped into unsightly decadence by
having the cuffs pressed out ofhis
jeans.
The ten finalist are to receive the
highly valued series of Billy Graham
home movies. The 17 ,000 foot, 70
millimeter with sound package
includes the crusade songs directed
and sing by George Beverly Shea.
Financed by the efforts of H. L.
Hunt, this treasured work is
believed to be priceless.
Those nominated, remember to
have your parents' signed
permission slips in no later than
July 14, with your two dollar
deposit ~or your food and lodging.

THE FAMILY STORE

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
Mr. & Mrs. J.C. EICHERT· Owners

Telephone 277-5711

9914 East Colonial Dr. Union Park

©
CITIZENS BANK OF OVIEDO

BROWN'S TEXACO I

Five minutes north of F .T.U.

Midway Between
Campus & W.P., Maitland,

PHONE 365-3272 · P. O. ROX 24B • OVIEDO, FLORIDA

Member F .0.1.C. ·

Aloma at Howell Branch Rd.

e

Central Florida
Art Happenings

Engine Tune-Up

e Pre-Inspection
e Brake Work
e Front End Work

Engine Cleaning
1t ee Warranty
Protection
t e Pick-up & Delivery

The FuTUre invites you to advertise
your meetings, parti~s, or other social
Fu II Line of Goodyear &
events, at 25% off the regular rate.
t Firestone
Tires · Competetive
This includes pictures too!
f Prices.
Contact any FuTUre representative
t·
671-9134
~ ~~.~~~ ~~S_:_ _ _ _ _ ~ _ f ...c_a_rr_o1_1B_r_ow_n_·_Pr_op ._sz-·nc_e_1_9s_6_
00

A COMPLETE FLORAL AND WIRE SERVICE
Phone 671-3455
Jim Meek
....

·'

l

P.0". Box 115 ·
Goldenrod, Fla. 32733
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ISpow I Tyes Take Sorority G~me
SA Fraternity
Comments On
News writing
Dear Editor:

Tuesday, May 13, Tyes sorority,
behind Diana Prevatt's heroics,
demolished Fiedeles soronty 53-3
As secretary of Sigma Alpha in a basketball game held at the
Fraternity) I submitted a news FTU basketball court.
article to the FuTUre last week
describing a weekend activity Tyes members and ple?ges rushed
between my fraternity and TKE out to an ~arly lea~ with smooth
Fraternity. The purpose of the ball handlmg, settmg up easy
article was not to focus on the lay-ups for the forwards, Diana
scores but to bring to light the Prevatt and Joy Alexander.
ln ter-fraternity rivalry and
.
tood-will among the brothers of the Prevatt, of Tyes, led all scorers i
two fraternities.
with 41 points while Janet
The article, as I submitted it, was Neudecker rang up the three points
drastically reduced by the news for Fideles.
'
staff to a scoreboard! The resulting
article seriously hurt the pride of
Fideles never gave up but were
the TKEs. There was no mention to not prepared to handle the full
the student readers of the spirit court press clamped on them by the
that was present during the game or taller and quicker Tyes.
of the respect of the fraternities for
each other. Nor were the readers, Joyce Lawson of Fideles pleased
informed of plans for a rematch.
the spectators with dribbling
I feel the news staff should not· d e m on strati on sprinkled
appear to be so biased as to deprive throughout the contest.
1
its readers of all the facts submitted
to them for print. The news staff
Kathy Lauten aided the Tyes
should realize that they have cause with two long "bomb" shots
considerable influence upon the from the perimeter.
students in swaying their views of
Fideles haven't conceded the two
campus organizations.
out of three . series yet and are
Sincerely,
planning revenge for the second
Ben H. Peterson, Jr.
game, to be played on an as yet
Secretary of Sigma Alpha
undetermined date next week.

I

l·

r

SPORTS EDITOR ANSWERS COMPLAINT
In reply to your letter last _week, .concerning th~ shortening of your
submitted article, a few -·facts about news editing should be made
known to you. Basically, there are two types of news articles. The most
common is the news story. In this type, most of the subjective thought
has been filtered out and the remains is objective matter. The other
type is the editorial, where personal feelings and subjectivity reign
supreme. The article you submitted with the honest intent of being a
news story was loaded with editorial-type sentences which had to be
deleted so as to make the article newsworthy.
Being the secretary of your fraternity, it is only natural and
commendable that you should want that organization to be seen in the
best light. However, we here on the newstaff can only treat articles
submitted in relation to their original intent. Other factors that we
must consider are length and space available.
It is regrettable that your story was curtailed, but in the future please
denote on your article what type of story it is so that we can place it in
the appropriate section of the paper. If this does not suit you, then
perhaps you would like to take advantage of our advertising
department, which will print your heart's desire for a modest fee.
Gary McMillan
Sports Editor

laundry & -Dry Cleaning,
Pick Up & Delivery Service.
Monday, Wednesday &
Friday, 1 :30 p.m. Village.
Center Housing Desk.
OVIEDO LAUND.RY &

RY CLEANING.

WTLN
FM:-"95. 3
6 P. M. till 11 P. M.
TOP-40 & SOUL
AM - 1520
6-8: 15

.{

Diana Prevatt, star

OK!! Who substituted the medicine ball in the
game???

Tyes player, gets still
anot her lay-up _
shot.

Taus Defeat
Ogres :75-64

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

The Taus utilized their greater
depth to edge the Ogres 7 5-64 in
the first annual Intramural Track
Meet held last · Saturday at
Showalter Field.
Though losing five to four in first
place finishes to the speedy Ogres,
the Taus racked up ·six second and
two third place finishes to record
their triumph. Chi Alpha was third.
with 20 points followed by PKE
with four markers.

THE RESULTS :
1. 100-yd. Dash .................... Rudi Jesse, Orges (10.4 sec.)
2. 440-yd. Dash ............. . ........W. Evans, Ogres (55.7 sec.)
3. 220-yd. Dash · ...... . . . ........... Rudi Jesse, Ogres (23.0 sec.)
880-yd. Run ........ . . _... . ... Brendon Voss, Indep. (2:16.8 min.)
50-yd. Dash ..... ...................... Bill Frisby, Taus (5.6 sec.)
Mile Run .. ............. .. ... Brendon Voss, Indep. (5:15.3 min.)
440-yd Relay ..... Taus (Frisby, Clendenon, Murphy, Gavel) 46.1 sec.
8. High Jump .. . .. . .. . ..... .. ... Dave Richarde, Taus (5 ft. 9 in.)
9. Broad Jump .............. . . . Dave Richarde, Tau (18ft. ll1h in.)
10. Discus .................. . .... . . Ray Ford, Ogres (138ft. 4in.)
11. Shotput ...................... Ra~ Ford, Ogres (45ft. 2%in.)

LET US HELP $0LVE
YOUR HOUSING
PROBLEMS
Winter Park-Maittand-FTU Area
Call Fent J. Bennett, Realtor,
644-3630

Ichabod's Coming
May 21-23

Library Hours

Friday
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. Saturday

We Are Proud To Sponsor

FTU's

Pegasus Flying Club··
FAA - VA -STATE
APPROVED FLIGHT SCHOOL

SHOWALTER FL YING SERVICE

Sunday

-o-

8:00 a .m.-5:00 p.m.
Doctor Stoner, University
9:00 a.m.~5:00 p.m.
2 :00 p.m.-10:00 p.nr. Physician, is on the Tech Campus

Monday

through

Friday

from

~~--------~-------------~ 10:00 - 11:00 am. ~studentsare

Ml LLER 'S SHE LL
Union Park's Tire Center
Batteries

PHONE 277-4962

asked to come at 10:00 a.m. if they
want to see the doctor.

Shaums - Technical

BOOKS
For The Students

POWERCUSHION SALE
TWO TIRES FOR PRICE OF ONE

M• ttdon 'Airport
Everything
Orlando, Fla.
in Flying
.PLUS TAX AND OLD TIRE
841-4532
Since 1945
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~A .&ALL~ATEEMERGENCYSERVICE

More Than 10,000 Titles In Stock
r

G. G. Finnell
COIN SALES
Corner of Miiis & Colonial Dr.

Men's Intramural
G0If To Ur ney Set

1910 class Rings
Sell May 19, 20

Orders will be taken for class
rings for the graduating class of
.
1970 on Monday and Tuesday, May
18 holes, medal play -- Sunday May lSth _ $ 2 00
f
. 19 and 20 from 11 a.m. to 1:30
. greens
·
·
for. the top 3 finishing teams (12' trophies
d b R ee
t -- trophiesp ·m . Th e nngs
may be ord ere d m
Orange County East).
' sponsore Y 0 ary Club of the main lobby of the LLRB. No
deposit is necessary and rings. will
be mailed C.O.D. to students.
Basic men's rings will cost $31,
Starting time foursome
organization
while girls will have a choice
between a dinner ring and a small
12:00 noon Dr. F. D. Rohter
Physical Ed. Staff
ladies ring. Both lady's rings start at
Byron Wilson, III
$21.
Chuck Ludwig
Steve Lowrey
Sigma Alpha
12:05

12:00

12:15

12:20

12:25

12:30

12:35

12:40

12:45

12:50

12:55

1:00

1:05

1:10

Dr. Robert Rothberg
R. D. Hunter
Mike Lowry
Mike Shaw

Physical Ed. ·s taff

Wayne Leland
Lynn Weir
Mike Maynard
Russ Salemo

Chi Alpha "A"

John Roberts
Dan Tressler
Tom Woodson
Alan Spurlin

Ogres "A"
Chi Alpha "B"

Bud Eide
Grady Sykes
Dennis Pollard
John Gregory

Chi Alpha "B"

Paul Entrekin
Jim Farrow
Ralph Bundy
Tom McClelland

Basement

Mike Phegley
Rick Jett
David Capraun
Bob Wellam
Carl Englemier
Brad IJarraclough
Ed Scherick
Bill Hughes
Cris Wilson
Hank Ashby
Russ Bentley
Tams Wilson
Roger Cooper
Hank Taylor
Mike Utz
Larry Martin
Alex Toth
Brian Skadowski
Mark Stockwell
Paul Heidrick
Dean Brunson
John Speer
Paul Woods
Norris Roy
Bill Tracy
Alan Burner
Scott Thompson
Craig Thompson
Greg Gavel
Greg Fawbush
C.T.Cook
Frank Link
Phillip Robertson
Joe Heflcheck
Richard Warshanski
Robin Weir

Chem Award
To Be Given

Sigma Alpha

Ogres "A"

Basement
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An award for the outstanding
freshman in chemistry achievement
will be presented Monday, May 19
at 11 a.m. in the Science
Auditorium. The award will be
presented du ring a regularly
scheduled chemistry organic class
by Dr. G. L. Baker. The winner of
the award will receive a certificate
for the revised edition of CRC
(Chemical Rubber Company)
Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics.

Chi Alpha "C"
Chi Alpha "C"
Individuals
Individuals

A "Be-in" will be held Sunday,
May 18, at Tampa's Rowlett Park
situated near the University of
South Florida Campus. Five bands
will entertain at the "Be-in'', to be
held from noon to dusk. Groups to
perform are The Odyssey, The
Beads, Heritage, The Orange Wedge
and also the musical group who
performed "Hair" at USF.
Admis.qion is free.

Chi Alpha "D"
Chi_Alpha "D"

SG Constitution

Amendments
FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
Student Seriate Amendment 1-2
I move that Article III, section 4, subsection A, clause 1 of the
Constitution of the Student Body of Florida Technological University
be amended by adding the sub-clause
a) The President of the Student Body may hold office with a
minimum of seven (7) quarter hours.
b) The Vice-President of the Student Body may hold office with a
minimum of seven (7) quarter hours.
J. Gary Hallman

FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SENATE AMENDMENT No. 1-14
Be it resolved that Article II, section 8 of the Constitution of the
Student Body of Florida Technological University shall be amended in
the following manner;
1) The word "review" from lines one (1) and two (2) shall be
stricken. The words "approval or disapproval" shall be suQstituted for
the word "review."
2) The words "if said legislation is approved, it shall become law."
shall be included at the end of sentence one (1), line two (2).
3) The word "vetoed" shall be stricken from line two (2) and
replaced by the words "not approved."
4) The words "ultimate review" shall be stricken from line five (5)
and replaced by the words "approval or disapproval."
5) The words "If said legislation is not acted upon by the Vice
President of Student Affairs within three (3) weeks after its passage by
the Student Senate, or acted upon by the President of the University
within -three (3) weeks of said legislation's referral to him, it shall
become law." shall be included at the end of line five (5).
The Amended section shall read:
All legislation passed by the Student Senate shall be subject to
approval or disapproval by the Vice President of Student Affairs. If said
legislation is approved, it shall become law. · l_f said legislation is not
approved by the Vice President of Student Affairs and Student Senate
shall have the opportunity upon a 2/3 vote of the official membership
to refer the legislation to the President of the University for approval or
disapproval. If said legislation is not acted upon by the Vice President
of Student Affairs within three (3) weeks after its passage by the
Student Senate, nor acted upon by the President of the University
within three (3) weeks of said legislation's referral to him, it shalJ
become law.
F. J. Santry

Fred Bosser

By AUX G~AHA~ .

You put it in there, mate

Tau "B"

- )OU

go and get iL.!

Tau "B"
PKE

PKE
Tau "A"
Tau "A"
Ogres

REAL ESTATE

~'B"

Sales - Rentals

METZ REALTY

INSURANCE

Lillian Metz

Ogres "B"
Tau "C"
Tau "C"
Cook's Raiders

G;·~

~~95

Car - Home - Business

9922 E. Colonial
Union Park
10 Yrs. in Union Park

277-3204

Cook's Radiers
Chi Alpha "A"

.. •.•

USGA rules govern all play, with the exception that winter rules will
be employed. There is no out-of-bounds, but all water will be played as
a hazard.
The Rocket City Country Club, site of the tourney, is located 15-20,
minutes east of Florida Tech on Colonial, just past the Cocoa-Titusville
fork (bear right).

A TRADITIONAL SMOP
TMAT HAS· IT.I

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL GOLF TOURNEY
9 holes medal play -- Saturday, May 17th -- same format as men's
tourney.
10:10
10: 00 A.M.
Jackie Holland
Pat Dolan
- sandra Green Physical Education
Mrs. Patrick Independent
Joy Alexander
Judy Moore
Cindy Brunson Tau "little sisters"
Mary Lou Rachel PKE "little sisters' -- --·
10:15
10:05
Linda Singer
Irene Baer
Shirley Coniski
Independent
Mary Burkholder ESPE 105-01 "A" Lenora Thompson
Sheri! Klosinski
Madeline Jacobs ESPE 105-01 "C"
Rita Birien
ESPE 105-01 "B"
Judy Eckard
ESPE 105-01 "D"
Ma_ry Keim

.-ofF£RING

TOOR'S
SUNOCO
7 Day 6-11
p.m~

OPEN LATE UNTl-L
AFTER NIGHT CLASSf:S
Hwy. 4361 Block No. of Hwy.:50

™'

.,,--f

f:atH &ST NAMES IN

. .~

TNI APPAREL FiELD.

1'1ett • uf01tt~
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Aid Bill Passed
In Legislator

Nixon's Address
In A Nutshell
WASHING TON - Following is
the text of President Nixon's
Vietnam speech Wednesday night:
PEACE PLAN-He proposed
simultaneous withdrawal of U.S.
and North Vietnamese troops, by
agreeing upon stages, over the next
12 months with an end to all
combat at the end of that period.
An international body acceptable
to both sides would verify the
withdrawals, arrange for supervised
ceasefires, and make arrangements
for free elections in which the
people of South Vietnam could
choose, without coercion, what
kind of government they want and
whether to reunite with North
Vietnam.
PROMISE- THE UNITED States
is "prepared to accept any
government in South Vietnam that
results from the choice of the
South Vietnamese people
themselves."
WARNING_:._Although he wants
to end the war, and has set forth
"generous and reasonable terms"
for doing so, Nixon said the
communists will make a great
mistake if they conclude that
war-weary Americans are ready to
abandon South Vietnam. ·He has
"ruled out either a .o.ne-sided
withdrawal from Vietnam or the
acceptance in Paris of terms that
would amount to a disguised
defeat." For America to pull out
without a fair peace settlement
would expose millions of South
Vietnamese to the danger of
"massacre" and would threaten
long term hope; for peace by
destroying other nati.on's
confidence in America's reliability.
. The time has come for some new
initiatives. Repeating the old
formulas and the tired rhetoric of
the past is not enough. When
Americans are risking their lives in
war, it is the responsibility of their
leaders to take some rules for
peace.
We have ruled out attempting to
impose a purely military solution
on the battlefield.

Ichabod's Coming
May 21-23
All letters to the editor must be
signed by the sender, before the
letter can be published in the
FuTUre. Names will be withheld
and name substitutes (for example,
A Reader) will be published in
place of the writers signature upon
request.

•

The Office of Student Financial
Aid has been requested to provide
the foll owing information
concerning recent legislation by
Congress:
Public Law 90-557, SEC. 411,
reads as follows:
No part of the funds
appropriated under this Act shall be
used to provide a loan, guarantee of
a loan or a grant to any applicant
who has been convicted by any
court of general jurisdiction of any
crime which involves the use of or
the assistance to others in the use
of force, trespass or the seizure of
property under control of an
institution of higher education to
prevent officials or students at such
an institution from engaging in
their duties or pursuing their
studies.
Florida legislature has passed a
bill with almost the identical
wording relating to the students'
role in any state junior college or
state university. Students interested
in the full wording of these laws,
which come under the heading of
FTU students, Paula Schell and Shirley Coniski, had the "Student Unrest Provisions", may
opportunity to talk to Gov. Kirk while they were hostesses at seek further information from the
Director of Student Financial Aid
the Florida Industries Exposition held in Orlando.
.
and Placement.

We have also ruled out either Cli
one-sided withrawal from Vietnam,
or the acceptance in Paris of terms
that would amount to a disguised
defeat ...
We seek no bases in Vietnam.
We insist on no military ties.
We are willing to agree to
neutrality if that is what the South
Vietnamese people freely choose,
We believe there should be an
opportunity for full participation in
the political life of South Vietnam
by all political elements that are
prepared to do so without the use
of force or intimidation.
We are prepared to accept any
government in South Vietnam that
results from the free choice of the
South Vietnamese people
themselves.
We have no objection to
reunification, if that turns out to be
what the people or South Vietnam
and the people of North Vietnam
want."
.. .I reaffirm now our willingness
to withdraw our forces on a
specified timetable. We ask only
that North Vietnam withdraw its
forces from South Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos into North
Vietnam, also in accordance with a
timetable.
"Reports from Hanoi indicate
that the enemy has given up hope
for a military victory in South
Vietnam but is counting on a
collapse of American will in the
United States. They could make no
greater error in judgment.
Let me be quite blunt. Our
fighting men are not going to be
worn down; Our negotiators are not
going to be talked down; our allies
are not going to be let down."

Registrar Explains Priority System
By W. D. Chapman

After long consideration of the
many systems either in use or
possibilities available by taking
advantage of computer capability,
it was the Registrar's
recommendation that we employ
the system which now is in use.
The first thing we had to do was
to admit that there is no such thing
as a registration without priority!
Since someone is first, and someone
else is last in each registration, a
priority does exist!
There were a number of choices
which we could make to establish
this priority, such as a lottery by
The Florida Technological alphabet, beginning with the
University Married Students Club student's last name (A to z, or z to
held an organizational meeting A), a lottery using the last four
Saturday night, May 10, 1969. digits of the Social Security
0 f ficers were elected and number, et al.
commit tees were formed for In almost every possibility
writing the· constitution, ·examined the student who would
membership, publicity and social be · first would be first by pure
planning.
chance as was the student who was
The officers are Jim Thomas, last. In the case of using alphabetic
President; Pete Wolf, Vice controls, the average student
President; and Ilene Thomas, registers 12 times during his four
Secretary-Treasurer. Also the name years, yet there are 26 possibilities
FTUMS, was chosen for the club. and even though we were to begin
The FTUMS are having a beach with a new letter each registration
party this Sunday, May 18, 1969 at :more than half the students would
South New Smyrna Beach. All never register during the first half
married students and their families of a registration period. None of
are invited. A caravan will be these possibilities seemed fair to the
leaving FTU, parking lot "D" at student.
10:00 a.m.
Since all academic promotion is

Thomas To Head
FTUMS Club
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A number of units now ready
Several more nearing completion

OPEN DAILY 9-5
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chose to tie registration to this as
well

Big tw11 -bL·<lrun111 .1p.1rt111cnts
C11111pl,·tL' with w.1ll -tu -w.1ll car p<'t, \'L' nL·t1a11 blinds. CL' tltral hL·at
and .1ir cun<litioning. washerdryn cnmbinatinns. fully l'quippcJ ta: kitd1cns. disposals, dish w.1shns.
Take Hwy. 50 E.
to Union Parkthen go north on
Alafaya Trail to
Aristotle & Darwin Dr. Branch
office on property. Ph. 277-4860

Directly across from the campus of Florida Technological Univcrsitv. in the beautiful new collq~c com~uunity of UNIVERSITY HYLANDS.
'

$1 SO Month Unfurnisla·d - S 185 Mo111h Furnished

Ask For Beulah Keefe - Associate

CARRIGAN & BOLAND, I0:C.,
u7 2 NURTH ORANl;E AVE.. t)RLANDO. FLA.

On the other hand, it should be
pointed out that FTU's admission
policy calls . for accepting only
junior college graduates and those
high school graduates who rank in
the top 40 per cent of their
graduating class. We therefore have
no remedial program, for we should
not have students who cannot
perform. This is not to be confused
with those students who do not
perform.
Recently the Registrar's Office
made a decision to invite all
students who qualify in for
registration for the Summer
Quarter, even though we know the
names of those students who
indicated they wished to enroll for
the Summer Quarter. Our reasoning
is that this method would allow a
student to change his mind and
come at his proper time if he
wanted to.
Appointments for the Fall
Quarter will be sent ouf as a special
mailing after Summer School has
ended. Summer School enrollment
will be totaled with the Spring
enrollment, and appointments will
be issued on the summary hours
and the most recent Quarter Grade
Point Average. (This will be
necessary because some students
will not attend Summer Quarter,
and there will also be new students
who will be returning students in
the fall.)

I

£xpPA1i¥e? I
DESIGNED FOR LIVING

Currently-enrolled students who
are eligible to re-enroll receive their
invitations to registration in the
following order:
First: Seniors Who Have Made
Application for Graduation.
a. In descending Grade Point
Average order for the just-ended
quarter.
Second: Other Seniors (135 or
more Qtr. Hrs. Passed and/or
accepted in transfer)
a. In descending Grade Point
Average order for the just-ended
quarter.
Third: Juniors (90-134 Qtr. Hrs.
passed and/or accepted in transfer)
a. In descending Grade Point
Average order for the just-ended
quarter.
Fourth: Sophomores (45-89 Qtr.
Hrs. passed and/or accepted in
transfer)
a. In descending Grade Point
Average order for the just-ended
quarter.
Fifth: Freshmen (0-44 Qtr. Hrs.
passed and/or accepted in transfer)
a. In descending Grade Point
Average order for the just-ended
quarter.
·
Students who disqualify or
exclude themselves because of poor
performance will not receive
appointments to register.
This plan is not without flaws,
because it can be pointed out that
those who are doing poorest and
are most in need of help are
required to register last in their
class.

LU
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NOW TWO LOCATIONS-

657 No. Primrose (Colonial Plaza)
870 No. Orlando Ave. (Winter Park Mall)

Q

GREAT AFTER DATE SPOT
OPEN 'till 1 A.M.

Liii

Featuring

Lum's World Famous Hot Dogs Steamed in Beer
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich & Submarines
ALSO

FRIED CHICKEN & SEAFOOD DINNERS

REAL TOR
PHONE 422-4551

GIANT 16 OZ. FROSTED SCHOONER OF DRAFT
'

FuTUre
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Insurance Man
To Be At Tech

#

•

Ed Zambelli of Provident Mutual
Life Insurance Company will be
interviewing students in Room 155
of the Village Center on
Wednesday, May 21st, concerning
part-time employment, 10 a.m. to 1
p.m.
Also, a male student, junior or
senior, is needed for part-time work
with a major corporation (Busines.s
Administration Major is
required-must have car). This
company is interested in a student
who would be available for
full-time employment after
graduation.
Contact the Office of Student
Financial Aid and Placement for
further information.

Campus Carnival Held Today, Sat.
Chi Alpha will hold its first
campus Carnival today and
Saturday from 11:00 a.m. to 8:00
p.m. in front of ~esidence A. This
event will feature a live band, " The
Celestial Omnibus," various carnival
booths and games, side shows,
delicious refreshments, and an
assortment of prizes. All proceeds
from the Carnival will go to the
Orange County Welfare Department
to be distributed to the Division of
Mental Health.
In softball, Chi Alpha Green is
tied for first-place in the Western
Division and has a 3 and 1 record.
The fraternity has entered four
teams in the intramural golf
tournament to be held Sunday.
The first annual Chi Alpha
Awards Banquet will be held in the
near future. Outstanding brothers

-

......

noted for their leadership,
scholarship, and athletic prowess
will be recognized. Also the
1969-70 Chi Alpha Sweetheart and
Court will. be announced.

PKE Brothers
Announced
After a four week pledge period,
six new brothers have been initiated
into Pi Kappa Epsilon . . The new
brothers are: Richard Acton, Jim
Davis, Ed DuBosq, Don Jacobs,
Desmond Knight, and Clark
Westerfield .
· During the extended pledge
period Dan Conners, Ben Gray, and
Ed Wagner were accepted as new
members .
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What do foreign
visitors say
about us when
they go home?
It depends upon
the people
they meet.
One foreign
visitor's
warmest
American
memory might
easily be you.

e~

lm. ., .,. ,

Basset
by ALEX GRAHAM

And that's the grea~
drawback ot belonging
to a bre.ed which nas
the repulation of
be.lng docile. ...

Everyone Is a llttle worried
when IJ comes to
buying a diamond.

UNITED STATES TRAVEL SERVICE

~ An Agency ol 1he U.S Department of Commerce

f

It's a once-in-a-lifetime purchase. And most people
know little about diamonds. So choosing isn't easy.
We know, and we are doing our best to help. For
years we have li·stened to young couples. We understand their likes and dislikes. We respect the budgets
which they have to consider.
.
.
Our main job is to make you happy with your diamond purchase. To advise you how to get the most
for your money and how to select a dia'!lond an~ a
ring style you will be proud of at any time. Putting
ourselves in your shoes makes sense-. It has created
nothing but satisfied customers and friends f~r us.
If you like our attitude we hope that you will come
to us ... whenever you 're ready for your diamond.

adve n lsin g c ont ri bute d for t h e public good

~ou,..c.'"

GRAPHICS
By MASTERS
Picasso • Buffet
Dali • Giacometti

Folmar's

TEXACO

La rge st Collection in Central Fla.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

,,11.J."1'~ ~

Union Park

Road Service

Fine Custom Framing

5 Min. from Campus

Qualified Mechanic

...

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU.

Open 6 A.M. - 12 P.M.

j

..

277-1450
TV Stamps

CONWAY CENTER
4420 CURRY FORD RD. -

401 B. PARK AVE. NORTH, WINTER PARK
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SEMINOLE PLAZA
HWY. 17-92 & 436
CASSELBERRY, FLA. 831·0888
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FRIDAY, MAY 16, 1969
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m., University Movie: "Quiller Memorandum"
featuring George Segal, Alec Guiness, admission 50 cents, Science
Auditorium.
SATURDAY, MAY 17, 1969
11:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m., Chi Alpha Carnival, Multi-Purpose Room.
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m., University Movie: "Quiller Memorandum"
featuring George Segal, Alec Guiness, admission 50 cents, Science
Auditorium.
SUNDAY, MAY 18, 1969
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., Sigma Alpha rally (auto), Start D-Parking Lot
and end at New Smyrna or Cocoa Beach.
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., Chi Alpha Carnival, ·Multi-Purpose Room.
3:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m., M.R.A. & W.R.A. Barbecue, Lake Clair.
f:W p.m. - 8:30 p.m., M.R.A. Meeting, V.C. 155.
MONDAY, MAY 19, 1969
7:00 p._m. - 9:00 p.m., Circle K Meeting, Science Auditorium.
8:00 p.m., V.C.S.A. Presents "Drew Pearson", "Washington
Merry-Go-Round", Science Auditorium.
TUESDAY, MAY 20, 1969
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., Student Government Meeting, LLR 341.
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., Sigma Alpha Tire Rolling Contest, Campus
11:00 a.II). - 12:00 N., Pegasus' Pilots Meeting, V.C. 154.
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., l.F.C. Meetirrg, V.C. 155.
11:00 a.m. -12:00 N., Fideles Meeting, LLR 358.
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., Sigma Sigma Y Meeting, V.C. 140.
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m., Chi Alpha Little Sisters Meeting, V.C. 155.
6:00 p.m .. - 8:00 p.m., W.R.A. Ways & Means Committee Meeting,
v.c. 154.
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m., The Fish Meeting, V.C. Music Room.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1969
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m., Student Financial Aid Interviews, V.C. 155.
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m., Pi Kappa Epsilon Meeting;LLR 341.
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m., Chi Alpha Meeting, LLR 359.
THURSDAY, MAY 22, 1969
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., Student Government Meeting, LLR 341
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 N., Village Center Board Meeting, V.C. 155.
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m., Panhellenic Council Meeting, V.C. 155.
7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m., W~R.A. Speaker's Program ETCET.ERA,Jordan
Marsh Department Store, Multi-Purpose Room.
FRIDAY, MAY 23, 1969
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m., University Movie: "The Courtship of Eddie's
Father", featuring Glenn Ford, Shirley Jones, Stella Stevens, Jerry Van
Dyke, Science Auditorium.

Nut clusl:er... marzipan ...

Fred

toffee·de·luxe... cherry cup

... raspberry cream ...
Turkish delight...lemon
whip ... coFFee eclair... [t's
so difflcult lo choose ...

Basset

Monday, May 19, 1969, Drew
Pearson, world renoyrn reporter,
will appear at FTU to speak on the
subject "The Washington
Merry-Go-Round".
This speaker's program
coordinated by Village Center
Student Activities will have the
following itinerary: 3:30 p.m.,
Pearson will be met at the airport
by Ken Lawson and selected
students, at 6:00 p.m. students will
be able to dine with Pearson at a
buffet dinner held in the
Multi-Purpose Room, at 8:00 p.m.,
Pearson will deliver his speech
entitl.ed the "Washington
Merry-Go-Round". The
presentation will be followed by a
question and answer period at
approximately 9:00 p.m.
Depending on the extent of the

Jim Parker
Elected Pres

questioning an informal reception
will follow at approximately 10:00
p.m.

Dan Tressler will be the Chairman
for this speaker's program and
Frances Bender and Diana Prevatt
will be in charge of the Reception
and Buffet Dinner.
Dµ_e to the anticipated
attendance and the limited seating
capacity of the Science
Auditorium, members of the
University Community are asked to
show their FTU ID cards at the
door. Guests must be identified at
the door by the student, faculty, or
staff member who invited them.

MRA, WRA _To
Hold Barbecue

SIGMA ALPHA

The Men's Residence Association
and the Woman's Residence
Asso~iation
are sponsoring a
"Residents'- Barbeque", Sunday,
May 18, from 3:00 to 9:30 p.m. at
the new beach on Lake Clair.

HOSTS

Rally - Beach Caravan
SUNDAY MAY 18
Start - FTU. Lot No. A 11 a.m.
End - New Symnra Beach

I Trophies I

Chi Beta Alpha, affiliate of Delta
Sigma Pi business and social
fraternity, elected its officers at an
organizational meeting Tuesday,
Free Food and Drinks
May 13.
Jim Parker will serve as the
Entry FEE Only $1.00 fraternity's president. Assisting him
Bring Surf Board & Towels
will be Jim Thomas, senior vice
president; Bill Kugel, vice president; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bob McClintock, secretary; Richard
Lancaster, treasurer; Jim Reagan,
historian; and Dan Brenneman,
SPORT 'N TROPHY SHOP
chancellor.
The next scheduled meeting of
Chi Beta Alpha will be on Tuesday,
2110 EDGEWATER DR.
May 20, at 11 a.m., room 356 in
ORLANDO GA3-2543
the library building.

Ichabod's Coming
May 21-23

PICKERILL'S

Any students interested in
working on the FuTUre staff during
the Spring quarter are asked to stop
by the Editors Office, room 152 in
the Village Center, and leave their
name.

TROPHIES - PLAQUES -SILVER - RIBBONS
Team Discounts - Faternities. Inter-Mural
Sports Teams 50% Off On Trophies and Plaques

Complete Line of All Sporting Goods

I

By ALEX GRAHAM

F~ED ! COME AWAY Ff<OM
T~OSE Cl-OCOLATES !

"----- '

FRIDAY, MAY

JQtH,

MEMORIAL DAY

53R[I ANNUAL

INllAllAPILll

AN MCA TV PRESENTATION

LIVE I ENTIRE RACE EXCLUSIVELY ON

• GIANT CLOSED-CIRCUIT SCREEN!

·Ii t3 ~i ?i tJ:t•i\W•':ft;1 ! ?II
All Seats Reserved $4.00 advance, $5.00 at the door. Mail
orders filled immediately. Make checks payable to Orlando
Sports Stadium and mail to Rt. 6, Box 106, Orlando, Fla.
32807. Enclose stamped self-addressed envelope. Include
telephone number. Tickets also on sale at Streep's.

ORLANDO SPORTS STADIUM
FOR INFORMATION CALL 277-8000

1

A Plaza Green checking account saves you time and trouble.

2
3
4

Your Plaza Green checking account is a personal expense record.

It gives you legal proof of payment with every cancelled check.
You're· protected against loss or theft because you carry less cash.
Open a Plaza Green checking account soon for your final exam.
It's a snap!

Plaza

First National

Ba n k East Highw~y 50 at Bumby
MEMBER FDIC

MEMBER FIRST AT ORLANDO CORPORATION

I I

